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WELL-DESIGNED PRACTICE 

ACTIVITIES TO ACHIEVE 

EXCELLENT RESULTS

New Wave Mental Maths: Workbooks

Year 2/Primary 3  1700 £5.99

Year 3/Primary 4  1701 £5.99

Year 4/Primary 5  1702 £5.99

Year 5/Primary 6  1703 £5.99

Year 6/Primary 7   1704 £5.99

Year 6/Primary 7 EXT  1705 £5.99

FREE
Teacher Manual 

provided as a download 
when your class adopts the 

programme.

GIVE PUPILS THE BEST OPPORTUNITY TO SUCCEED

With over twenty years of research and continuous development, our bestselling series is still the ultimate mathematics 
practice resource for the modern classroom. Visually rich and engaging, New Wave Mental Maths provides daily practice 
to increase pupils’ fluency and automaticity across all maths strands. Take a closer look at New Wave Mental 
Maths and see how it can make a difference in your school today. 

REINFORCE AND CONSOLIDATE EVERY DAY

KEY INFO: 
3 Six-workbook series

3	Suitable for    
Year 2/Primary 3 to   
 Year 6/Primary 7 EXT

3	200 days’ worth of maths  
questions in each book

3	Achieve fluency in mental 
maths and give pupils more 
motivation and focus in 
understanding mathematical 
concepts.   

3	Daily practice of 
mathematics with a 
spiral learning method to 
consolidate and improve 
pupils’ skill level. 

3	Problem-solving in both 
pictorial and word format 
aiming to encourage pupils 
to practise problem-solving 
strategies mentally. 

3	Contains a strong 
assessment component 
which allows pupils to 
evaluate their progress each 
week. 
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Looking to improve pupils’ clarity, correctness and richness in writing?  
Provide repeated daily practice of already-taught language concepts for your pupils and 
see how their English fluency progresses in leaps and bounds. New Wave English in Practice 
covers phonics, spelling, grammar, vocabulary and punctuation. Develop and consolidate 
pupils’ ability and confidence in these key areas and help them excel.

New Wave English in Practice: Workbooks

Year 2/Primary 3 6220  £5.99

Year 3/Primary 4 6221  £5.99

Year 4/Primary 5 6222  £5.99

Year 5/Primary 6 6223  £5.99

Year 6/Primary 7  6224  £5.99

Year 6/Primary 7 EXT 6225  £5.99
New Wave English in Practice: Teacher Manual 

    6226  £17.95

PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT DAILY CHALLENGES TO BUILD YOUR PUPILS’ LANGUAGE SKILLS

KEY INFO: 
3 Six-workbook series

3	Suitable for    
Year 2/Primary 3 to   
 Year 6/Primary 7 EXT

3	Reinforce English skills over  
a 40-week period

Provided FREE when 
your class adopts the 

programme.

3	Energise your English 
programme through 
comprehensive and 
structured daily English 
practice to consolidate 
pupils’ ability to read and 
write.   

3	Build pupils’ confidence 
through improved mastery 
of spelling, punctuation, 
phonics, word knowledge 
and grammar. 

3	Track progress and 
provide feedback through 
the pupils’ record sheets, 
perfectly paired with the 
accompanying Teacher 
Manual.

3	Target confusing words 
and common errors in 
writing and help your pupils 
clear hurdles to achieve 
better results.
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EXPLORE ALL THE PHONEMES OF ENGLISH AND 
DISCOVER THEIR GRAPHEMES

Sounds in Focus: Workbooks
Reception/Primary 1  PR-2490 £5.99
Year 1/Primary 2  PR-2460 £5.99
Year 2/Primary 3  PR-2461 £5.99
Year 3/Primary 4  PR-2462 £5.99
Year 4/Primary 5  PR-2463 £5.99
Year 5/Primary 6  PR-2464 £5.99
Year 6/Primary 7   PR-2465 £5.99
Year 6/Primary 7 EXT  PR-2466 £5.99

YOUR WHOLE-SCHOOL PHONEMIC APPROACH TO SOUNDS AND SPELLINGS

3	An active learning approach to spelling.                 
Pupils are encouraged to ‘Explore the Sound’ by 
brainstorming and making lists of words that contain the 
sound. These words can be sorted by the graphemes that 
are used, enabling pupils to realise that a sound can be 
spelled in many ways. Sounds in Focus places a strong 
emphasis on active learning pedagogies: brainstorming, 
segmenting, blending and working with words are core 
features of this programme at all year levels.

3	Develops other language skills in tandem with 
spelling knowledge.

 Pupils will not only improve their spelling ability but 
also increase their vocabulary. Words are used in 
context. In addition, grammar elements are built 
into each unit, ensuring that teachers can work on 
these essential areas of writing in a holistic way.   

3	A phonemic approach to learning to spell.
 The phonemic approach is a more active approach 

to spelling because pupils must actively engage  
with words, listen to the sounds in these words 
and then find the correct letter(s) to represent 
these sounds in a written form. This whole-school 
programme uses a sound-to-letter strategy. 

The Benefits of a 
Sounds in Focus Subscription.
For only £9.99 per pupil, the annual subscription 
includes the following elements:

• Workbooks
 Engage pupils with stimulating activities covered   
 within the pupil books – perfect for daily practice   
 to teach and reinforce their spelling knowledge.

• Teacher Guides
 Have confidence in delivering this programme   
 through a comprehensive Teacher Guide that   
 will give you lesson structures and explicit 
 teaching instructions.

• Sounds in Focus Online
 Keep it streamlined with the online portal that   
 features weekly lesson plans, teaching slide  
 shows, projectable pupil books, and so much more.

• Support Materials
 Inspire and guide your pupils through a    
 variety of support materials, such as teaching   
 charts, pupil glance cards and sound cards.

Try it for yourself
with a FREE trial at

www.prim-ed.co.uk/freetrial

£9.99
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My Spelling Workbook uses a multi-sensory approach to spelling using ‘look, say, trace, cover, write, check’. The series 
promotes independent learning of spelling in context and features a proven metacognitive approach to spelling. Through 
using all aspects of thinking, pupils not only learn how to spell but also how to retain and use these words in context.  

Success with My Spelling Workbook is achieved through the reinforcement activities 
provided in the series. The workbooks cover the sounds in a fun, creative 
way ensuring that both the pupil and teacher enjoy the 
learning process. Take a closer look at My 
Spelling Workbook and see how 
it can make a difference in 
your school today.

My Spelling Workbook: Workbooks

Year 1/Primary 2 2280  £5.99

Year 2/Primary 3 2281  £5.99

Year 3/Primary 4 2282  £5.99

Year 4/Primary 5 2283  £5.99

Year 5/Primary 6 2284  £5.99

Year 6/Primary 7  2285  £5.99

Year 6/Primary 7 EXT 2286  £5.99

DEVELOP A CLASS OF INDEPENDENT SPELLERS ENGAGE YOUR PUPILS IN SPELLING

KEY INFO: 
3 Seven-workbook series

3	Suitable for    
Year 1/Primary 2 to   
 Year 6/Primary 7 EXT

3	Interactive activities available 
to download at   
www.prim-ed.co.uk

Provided FREE when 
your class adopts the 

programme.

3	Each workbook contains 
18 four-page spelling units, 
with phonetically organised 
word lists.

3	Variety of activities 
focusing on proofreading, 
crosswords, word 
searches, words meanings, 
vocabulary, visual 
inspection and puzzles. 

3	Revision words provide 
a constant focus on    
already-learned words  
from previous units. 

WELL-DESIGNED PRACTICE 

ACTIVITIES TO ACHIEVE 

EXCELLENT RESULTS
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DEVELOP A MODERN CURSIVE STYLE OF HANDWRITING

A Whole-school Cursive Handwriting Programme

YOUR WHOLE-SCHOOL 
HANDWRITING PROGRAMMEGive your pupils the practice they need to write legibly, fluently and quickly in order to succeed. 

By achieving mastery of handwriting through repeated practice, pupils can concentrate on developing 
their ideas rather than on their effort to write. New Wave Handwriting is a whole-school cursive 
handwriting programme that will give you the support to plan and execute a successful handwriting 
strategy. Have a closer look and find out how it can help your pupils today.

NEW 
ONLINE 
PORTAL

+
Provided FREE when 
your class adopts the 

programme.

3	Visually engaging with 
intuitive prompts to guide 
your pupils through the 
correct letter formations.   

3	Includes specialised 
materials with differentiated 
tasks for left-handed writers, or 
pupils with vision impairment 
or poor fine motor skills.

3	Structured to provide 
robust scaffolding in the 
development of pupils’ 
handwriting skills.  

KEY INFO: 
3	Pupil Workbooks for Reception/

Primary 1 to Year 5/Primary 6

3	Teacher Resource Books for Year 6/
Primary 7 and Year 6/Primary 7 EXT

Full-colour Workbooks
Reception/Primary 1 2880 £5.99
Year 1/Primary 2 2881 £5.99
Year 2/Primary 3 2882 £5.99
Year 3/Primary 4 2883 £5.99
Year 4/Primary 5 2884 £5.99
Year 5/Primary 6 2890 £5.99
Teacher Guides
Reception/Primary 1 and Year 1/Primary 2 
 2888 £17.95
Year 2/Primary 3 – Year 4/Primary 5
 2889 £17.95
Teacher Resource Books
Year 6/Primary 7 2886 £29.95
Year 6/Primary 7 EXT 2887 £29.95
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My Personal Word Book is designed, written and illustrated to engage young pupils 
in their first years of learning. It is a dictionary that helps pupils develop their written 
vocabulary and contains a wide range of commonly used words. Stimulate pupils’ 
interest through a popular, high-interest theme for each letter of the alphabet. Help them 
personalise their learning and use the allowed space to record new words.

MY PERSONAL WORD BOOK

My Personal Word Book
Year 1/Primary 2 to Year 3/Primary 4   
1111 £3.99

My Word Bank is a personal dictionary that contains a wide range of commonly used 
words and space for pupils to record their own words. During any lesson where pupils 
are required to write, My Word Bank will be an essential companion. If a pupil needs 
a word but doesn’t know how to spell it, they can use My Word Bank to find the correct 
spelling. Difficult-to-spell and commonly confused words are featured under each letter of 
the alphabet. 

MY WORD BANK

KEY INFO: Single workbook        Suitable for Year 3/Primary 4 to Year 6/Primary 7        Develop written and oral vocabulary

My Word Bank
Year 3/Primary 4 to Year 6/Primary 7   
1092 £4.99

KEY INFO: Single workbook          Suitable for Year 1/Primary 2 to Year 3/Primary 4          Bestseller

BUILD CONFIDENCE AND COMPETENCE ACROSS ALL ASPECTS OF LITERACY

The English Workbook is designed to improve and develop pupils’ literacy skills by helping them understand 
procedures, recounts, exposition, narratives and reports. Split across ten units of work, pupils are given various 
literacy practice activities covering speaking, listening, writing, grammar, editing, vocabulary, spelling and reading. 

Take a closer look at The English Workbook and see how to use this great resource with your pupils.  

Step-by-step analysis of the 
structure of the writing genre. 

Check pupils’ understanding of the 
text with comprehension questions.

Reading passage written in one of the five 
writing genres covered in the book.

Opportunities to improve pupils’ vocabulary, 
spelling, punctuation and grammar.

Writing framework template 
guides the pupils to write their 
own piece in the chosen genre.

Pupils can learn how to check their 
writing by editing and proofreading. 

The English Workbook: Pupil Books
Year 1/Primary 2 6353 £6.99
Year 2/Primary 3 6354 £6.99
Year 3/Primary 4 6278 £6.99
Year 4/Primary 5 6279 £6.99
Year 5/Primary 6 6280 £6.99
Year 6/Primary 7 6281 £6.99
Year 6/Primary 7 EXT 6282 £6.99

Provided FREE when 
your class adopts 
the programme.+
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How do our workbooks help
pupils and teachers?

My Spelling Workbook
‘The Teacher Guide contains a clear overview of 
everything that you need to know to be able to use 
the resource, including clearly labelled diagrams with 
explanations about what to find in each unit of work. 
The information provided makes this a really easy 
spelling scheme to use. The additional activities are 
both useful and practical, which makes spelling fun – 
the children really love them. This programme provides 
opportunities for a really varied scheme so that the 
children remain engaged throughout.’
Joanne Sheridan

New Wave Mental Maths
‘This is an excellent resource. It ensures many 
concepts are revisited and consolidated. It allows for 
an overview of strengths and to identify where extra 
support is needed.’
Julie Bracher

New Wave English in Practice
‘We love these books for revising all grammar topics 
throughout the year. They use technical vocabulary 
and exam-style questions to quickly touch on lots of 
different aspects of grammar.’ 
Claire Orr

Sounds in Focus
‘We have been using Sounds in Focus throughout our 
school for one year now. Initially, it was chosen as 
we sought a scheme that would combine the focus 
on phonemes and graphemes in the teaching of 
spelling. We also felt that this programme would bring 
a focus back to phonics in the senior classes. We 
found the brainstorming session on the introduction 
of each sound beneficial for the children, whilst the 
downloadable games and activities acted as effective 
reinforcement.’
Heidi Jordan

An invaluable resource book for pupils and teachers 
that features symbols, tables, formulas, definitions and 
spelling rules. Presented with a clear layout and careful 
indexing, this book is easy to use daily.

Laminated and folded to A4 for easy filing and durability, these easy-to-use essentials are crucial to everyday learning and teaching. 
Covering key areas of the curriculum, these are the perfect tool to support your pupils in their daily work. 

A reference dictionary presenting concise information about the 
essential elements of English grammar with relevant examples. 
It is suitable for both primary and secondary pupils and many 
teachers will also find Grammar Essentials a useful reference 
guide.

KEY INFO:

Reference book

Year 3/Primary 4 to Year 7/Secondary 1

KEY INFO:

Reference book

Year 5/Primary 6 to Year 7/Secondary 1

KEY INFO:

Reference guide

Year 4/Primary 5 to Year 7/Secondary 1

PRIM-ED ESSENTIAL STUDY GUIDES

Essential Facts and Tables

1091 £3.99
Grammar Essentials

1184 £4.99

Grammar Essentials

6801 £2.50
Spelling Essentials

6802 £2.50
Writing Essentials

6803 £2.50
Number/Algebra/Strategies 
6816 £2.50
Shape/Space/Measurement/Data

6817 £2.50

GRAMMAR  
ESSENTIALS 

ESSENTIAL FACTS  
AND TABLES 

All information and prices correct at time of printing.
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TAKE THE NEXT STEP 

Ready to see how Prim-Ed Publishing workbooks 
can make a difference in your school? 

CALL US on 020 3773 9620 to discuss your 
requirements or to book an in-school display. 

www.prim-ed.co.uk/workbooks


